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Preference data contains self-improvement signals!

Motivation: Enabling models to self-improve

Preference Data:
1. Contains a reference response 

and an improved response
2. Implicitly contains the 

self-improvement information



Motivation: Enabling models to self-improve

Preference data can not only be used to train LLMs that generate good 
responses, but can also train models that generate better responses 
based on reference responses



Why not prompting for self-improvement?

Prompting: “Can you reflect your response and improve it?”

Improve:
➔ More helpful?
➔ More formal?
➔ More specific?
➔ More objective?

�� 
More helpful?
➔ More polite
➔ More details
➔ Avoid irrelevant info
➔ Avoid answering dangerous questions
➔ ……

��
[1] Madaan, Aman, et al. "Self-refine: Iterative refinement with self-feedback." arXiv preprint arXiv:2303.17651 (2023).



Why not prompting for self-improvement?

Human: What is the origin of the name "Black Friday"?

PaLM 2: … The first stores to hold such sales in the 1950s called them 
“Black Friday” because of the increased profits they experienced.

Human: Can you reflect your response and give a more helpful response to 
the question?

PaLM 2: ……Shopping on Black Friday can be stressful and uncomfortable for 
many people due to the crowds and crowds, and can also result in 
overspending and impulse purchasing. For many consumers, the stress of Black 
Friday shopping outweighs the potential financial benefits, and so shopping on 
Black Friday is avoided by many consumers.



Why not prompting for self-improvement?

It is generally hard to describe the self-improvement requirements precisely in 
language.

Learning from preference data is an easier way since models can extract 
the self-improvement requirements implicitly from data.



Methods

Reformulate RLHF pipeline:

➔ Supervised Fine-Tuning
➔ Reward Model Training
➔ Reinforcement Learning
➔ Inference



Method
➔ Supervised Fine-tuning: Learn to generate <better> human written responses

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

It depends ……………

Input x

Response y

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

Yes.

Input x

Worse Response  y_l

It depends……...
Better Response  y_w



Method
➔ Reward Model Training: Learn to distinguish between <better> and <worse> responses

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

Input x

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

Yes.

Input x

Worse Response  y_l

It depends……...
Better Response  y_w

Yes.
Worse Response  y_l

It depends….
Better Response  y_w



Method
➔ Reinforcement Learning: Learn to generate <better> responses

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

<sample 1>

Input x

LLMs

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

Input x

<sample 2> <sample 3> <sample 1’>

PIT

<Initial>
ref



Method
➔ Inference: Generate a <better> response

Should I buy a 
convertible car?

Input x

It depends on 
various conditions. 
For example, the 
weather and road 
conditions.

<Initial Response>: Yes

It depends on your budget, 
the weather of your city and 
the road condition. Could you 
tell me more about the 
related information and the 
car aspects you care about?



Experiment: PIT outperforms Self-Refine
1. PIT improves the LLM response.
2. Self-Refine improves the LLM response, too.
3. PIT performs better than Self-Refine.

 



Conclusion



Thank you!
Paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.00898.pdf


